
Abstract. Background/Aim: This study evaluated the
calculation accuracy of the stopping power ratio (SPR) using
dual-energy computed tomography with fast kilovoltage
switching (FKSCT) for particle therapy. Materials and
Methods: A tissue characterization phantom with various
reference materials was scanned to obtain single-energy
computed tomography (SECT) images and generate virtual
monochromatic images at 77 keV (VMI77keV) and 140 keV
(VMI140keV), water density (WD) images, and effective Z (Zeff)
images. For SECT, VMI77keV and VMI140keV lookup tables
were generated to convert the measured Hounsfield value into
the theoretical SPR for a normal phantom size. Subsequently,
the reference materials were scanned in small and large
phantoms. The SPR was calculated using the lookup tables of
SECT (SPRSECT) images, VMI77keV (SPR77keV), and VMI140keV
(SPR140keV), and it was derived from the WD and Zeff
(SPRWD). Results: In the normal-sized phantom, the overall
mean difference between SPRWD and theoretical SPR was
−0.3%, and remained below 2% for most reference materials.
For the large phantom, the overall mean absolute difference
for SPR140keV (3.0%, p=0.006) and SPRWD (3.2%, p=0.002)
for the reference materials was significantly lower than that
for SPRSECT (5.9%). For the small phantom, a significant
reduction in the mean difference in the SPR calculation was

observed in SPR77keV (1.0%, p=0.001) and SPR140keV (1.1%,
p=0.013) compared with SPRSECT (2.2%). Conclusion:
VMI140keV generated using FKSCT significantly improves the
estimation accuracy of SPR compared with SECT. Thus,
FKSCT may be used to improve the dose calculation accuracy
for treatment planning of particle therapy.

In recent years, particle therapy using proton or carbon ion
beams has been increasingly used for cancer treatment owing
to its superior dose distributions and higher biological effect
compared with conventional photon beam radiotherapy (1).
Thus, particle therapy can improve the tumor control
probability, while reducing the probability of normal tissue
complications. Charged particle beams travel a finite
distance within the human body depending on the beam
energy according to the Bragg peak, while photon beams
travel through the entire body. As particle range prediction
based on computed tomography (CT) numbers (in
Hounsfield unit—HU) presents uncertainty, strict safety
margins are used in clinical practice (2).

For dose calculation during treatment planning of particle
therapy, the HU values are converted into stopping power
ratios (SPRs) relative to water using a lookup table (LUT)
(3). However, the accuracy of the HU values measured using
conventional single-energy CT (SECT) is affected by various
factors, such as the scanning parameters, presence of high-
density materials, and size of the scanned object (4). Dual-
energy CT (DECT) has enabled the generation of virtual
monochromatic images (VMIs), which are expected to
reduce the uncertainty in the measurement of HU values
because VMIs obtained using high-energy imaging are less
affected by the abovementioned factors (5). Accordingly, the
use of VMIs can improve the accuracy of SPR calculation.
Moreover, DECT using dual-layer detectors can be used to
calculate the electron density relative to water (ρe) and
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effective atomic number (Zeff). Based on these values, the
SPR can be directly calculated without using a LUT (6).
DECT-based SPR calculation has also been demonstrated
using dual-spiral acquisition (7). Therefore, DECT seems
promising to improve the accuracy of dose calculation for
treatment planning of particle therapy.

In DECT using fast kilovoltage switching (FKSCT),
simultaneous projections at two energies and almost the same
location can be acquired, and projection-based reconstruction
enables beam hardening correction (8). However, the VMIs
generated from FKSCT are more susceptible to beam
hardening, which leads to inaccurate HU estimation compared
with that using SECT images (5). Although FKSCT can
directly provide accurate Zeff (9), ρe cannot be calculated.
Instead, FKSCT generates a water density image (WDI) (in
mg/ml) that has a linear relation with ρe. Thus, the WDI can
be used for SPR calculation (10). Nevertheless, to the best of
our knowledge, the SPR calculation accuracy based on VMIs
and WDIs using FKSCT has not been evaluated.

This study consisted of two parts. First, we generated
three types of LUTs based on SECT, VMI at 77 keV
(VMI77keV, equivalent to SECT), and VMI at 140 keV
(VMI140keV) and evaluated the SPR calculation based on
WDI and Zeff obtained using FKSCT. Second, we
investigated the robustness of the abovementioned SPR
calculation methods for different phantom sizes.

Materials and Methods
Phantom imaging. Ethical approval was not required because our
study design only included the use of phantoms. Image

acquisition was performed using FKSCT (Revolution HD; GE
Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) and the following
scanning parameters: tube voltage of 80/140 kVp, tube current of
600 mA, volume CT dose index of 32.5 mGy, and gantry rotation
of 1 s per rotation for DECT, and 120 kVp, 400 mA, 32.6 mGy,
and 1 s per rotation as the respective parameters for SECT.
Reconstruction was applied to the acquired data using a slice
thickness of 2 mm and a field of view of 500 mm. Image
acquisition was repeated five times to minimize random
variations, and the acquired images were transferred to a
workstation (AdvantageSim; GE Medical Systems).

A tissue characterization phantom (Gammex RMI 467; Gammex
RMI, Middleton, WI, USA) containing the tissue-mimicking
reference materials listed in Table I was used for imaging. The
theoretical value of the electron density for each reference material
was provided by the manufacturer. According to the compositions
of reference materials provided by Landry et al. (11), the theoretical
Zeff in Table I was calculated as follows:

(1)

where β is set to 3.3, i is the number of elements composing a
reference material, Zi is the atomic number of element i, Ai is the
mass of the element, and wi represents the composition. Then, the
theoretical SPR was calculated based on the theoretical ρe and Zeff
values as follows (12):

(2)

where a and b are 0.125 and 3.378 for reference materials with
Zeff≤8.5, respectively, and 0.098 and 3.376 for Zeff>8.5, respectively.
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Table I. Specifications and measured values for reference materials of tissue characterization phantom.

Measured value Theoretical value

Rod number Reference 120 kVp 77 keV 140 keV Water density Effective Z Electron density Effective Z
# materials (HU) (HU) (HU) (mg/ml)

1 LN-300 Lung               –686.2         –690.3         –701.9                 293.9 7.77 0.278 7.55
2 LN-450 Lung               –519.8         –527.6         –533.8                 463.9 7.64 0.455 7.53
3 AP6 Adipose                  –82.4           –72.5           –58.9                 945.8 6.69 0.932 6.21
4 BR-12 Breast                 –28.4           –33.1           –33.5                 966.4 7.54 0.960 6.93
5 Water Insert                       2.6               4.5             –4.1                 993.3 7.91 1.000 7.48
6 CT Solid Water 1                  4.0               8.2             –1.6                 995.1 7.95 0.987 7.74
7 CT Solid Water 2                  7.7               4.4             –4.0                 993.2 7.94 0.987 7.74
8 CT Solid Water 3                  8.7               1.5             –6.3                 991.0 7.91 0.987 7.74
9 CT Solid Water 4                –0.8             –4.2             –2.4                 998.3 7.46 0.987 7.74
10 BRN-SR2 Brain                 34.7             43.0             32.7              1,029.5 7.94 1.047 6.09
11 LV1 Liver                      66.8             66.6             65.4              1,065.2 7.57 1.060 7.74
12 IB Inner bone                 223.9           209.9           112.7              1,079.4 10.42 1.096 10.42
13 B200 Bone mineral            229.6           215.0           122.0              1,090.0 10.32 1.104 10.42
14 CB2-30% CaCO3              430.3           417.6           293.8              1,251.3 10.62 1.277 10.90
15 CB2-50% CaCO3              782.4           761.6           512.1              1,426.4 12.05 1.469 12.54
16 SB3 Cortical Bone           1174.2         1170.3           766.5              1,627.8 13.13 1.694 13.64



SPR calculation using LUTs. Figure 1 shows a diagram for SPR
calculation. VMI77keV and VMI140keV were reconstructed from
DECT data. For the quantitative analysis, a circular region of
interest with a diameter of 20 mm was set at the center of the
reference materials. The LUTs for SECT (LUTSECT), VMI77keV
(LUT77keV), and VMI140keV (LUT140keV) used to convert the HU
values into theoretical SPRs were obtained.

The reference materials were then scanned for two phantom sizes
to investigate the robustness of SPR calculation. Specifically, three
solid water phantoms (300×300×50 mm3) were arranged around a
tissue characterization phantom to establish a large phantom. In
addition, the reference materials were inserted into the cylindrical
region (180 mm in diameter) of a multi-energy phantom (Gammex
RMI 1472; Gammex RMI) to establish a small phantom.

The HU values of the reference materials were measured for the
two phantom sizes. In the LUT method, the SPRs (SPRSECT,
SPR77keV, and SPR140keV) of each reference material for the two
phantom sizes were obtained from the measured HU values using
the corresponding LUTs.

SPR calculation based on WDI and Zeff. For the normal, large, and
small phantoms, the WDI and Zeff were reconstructed, and the
quantitative values for each material were measured using a circular
region of interest. Using FKSCT, the water density (in milligrams
per cubic centimeter, mg/cm3) instead of ρe and the measured Zeff
were used to obtain the SPR as follows:

(3)
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Figure 1. Calculation of stopping power ratio (SPR) based on single-energy computed tomography (SECT), virtual monochromatic images at 77
keV (VMI77keV) and 140 keV (VMI140keV), water density image (WDI), and effective Z (Zeff) image.



where a and b are the same as in the theoretical SPR calculation
(Equation 2). As Zeff for reference materials with low ρe (rods 1 and
2 in Table I) could not be measured using the AdvantageSim
workstation, the Zeff values of such reference materials were
manually determined using the monochromatic attenuation ratio
method (9). First, the ratio of the linear attenuation coefficients at
70 and 120 keV for a theoretical Zeff (obtained from the NIST
XCOM database) was plotted (13). Then, the ratio of the measured
linear attenuation coefficients at 70 and 120 keV was converted into
the corresponding Zeff value.

Data analysis. To validate the accuracy of SPR calculation based
on WDI and Zeff, the percentage difference between the measured
(SPRWD) and theoretical SPR values was obtained for each

reference material. Then, the absolute difference between the
measured (SPRSECT, SPR77keV, SPR140keV, and SPRWD) and
theoretical SPRs for the large and small phantoms was used to
evaluate the calculation robustness. The statistical accuracy
differences between the SPR calculations based on DECT and
SECT scans was determined using paired Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests (SPSS software, version 27; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
Statistical significance was indicated by p<0.05.

Results

The values for the reference materials in the tissue
characterization phantom used to generate the LUTs are listed
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Figure 2. Lookup tables (LUT) generated based on SECT (LUTSECT), VMI77keV (LUT77keV) and VMI140keV (LUT140keV), and relationship between
theoretical and measured SPR calculated using WDI (SPRWD).



in Table I. The HU values in SECT and VMI77keV were
almost the same for each material, while those in VMI140keV
were smaller, especially for high-density materials (1,174.2,
1,170.3, and 766.5 HU in SECT, VMI77keV, and VMI140keV
for SB3 cortical bone, respectively). The measured water
density proportionally increased with the electron density.
The difference between the measured and theoretical Zeff was
below 9%, except for BRN-SR2 brain (difference of 30%).
The relations between the measured values and theoretical
SPRs are shown in Figure 2. LUTSECT and LUT77keV formed
a bilinear relation between the HU value and theoretical SPR,
while LUT140keV showed an almost linear relation
(r2=0.989). SPRWD provided the highest linear relation with
the theoretical SPR (r2=0.998).

Figure 3 shows the percentage difference between SPRWD
and theoretical SPR for each reference material. The overall
mean difference was −0.3%, and the mean difference was
below 2% for most reference materials. LN-300 lung
provided the largest difference of 5.4%, while the difference
was −4.3% for BRN-SR2 brain, indicating a large difference
between the measured and theoretical Zeff. For the high-
density reference material of SB3 cortical bone, the
difference was −3.3%.

Figure 4 shows the absolute percentage difference
between the measured (SPRSECT, SPR77keV, SPR140keV,

SPRWD) and theoretical SPRs for different phantom sizes.
For the large phantom, a large difference was observed for
low-density reference materials (LN-300 and 450 lung),
with the largest difference being 29.9% and 32.2% for
SPRSECT and SPR77keV, respectively. The differences in
SPR140keV and SPRWD reduced to 19.7% and 19.3%,
respectively. Similarly, the differences in SPR140keV (2.8%)
and SPRWD (5.8%) for the high-density reference material
of SB3 cortical bone were smaller than those in SPRSECT
(11.2%) and SPR77keV (10.7%). As a result, the mean
absolute difference in SPR140keV (3.0%, p=0.006) and
SPRWD (3.2%, p=0.002) for the 16 reference materials was
significantly lower than that in SPRSECT, which used
conventional SECT (5.9%). For the small phantom, the
difference was below 5% for most reference materials.
Regarding SPR140keV, the maximum difference was 3.1%
for SB3 cortical bone. A significant reduction in the mean
difference for the SPR calculation was observed in
SPR77keV (1.0%, p=0.001) and SPR140keV (1.1%, p=0.013)
compared with SPRSECT (2.2%).

Discussion

In this study, we evaluated the accuracy of SPR calculation
based on the SECT, VMI77keV, VMI140keV, and WDI
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Figure 3. Percentage difference between stopping power ratio calculated based on water density image and Zeff and theoretical SPR for each
reference material.
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Figure 4. Absolute percentage difference between measured (SPRSECT, SPR77keV, SPR140keV and SPRWD) and theoretical stopping power ratios
(SPRs) for small and large phantoms.



generated using FKSCT for different phantom sizes. For
treatment planning of particle therapy, a piecewise linear
function obtained using a tissue-mimicking phantom is
usually applied to convert HU values obtained from SECT
into the corresponding SPRs. As X-rays in CT scanners
contain polychromatic energies, beam hardening, which
induces inaccurate HU values under the presence of high-
density materials and depending on the size of the scanned
object, is unavoidable (14). Thus, it is difficult to improve
the accuracy of SPR calculation to reduce the uncertainty in
dose calculation for particle therapy. Taasti et al. found that
particle therapy institutions recognize DECT as a highly
important emerging technique to improve range prediction
accuracy (15).

DECT is being increasingly applied to clinical
radiotherapy to generate VMIs at a given energy level
(commonly from 40 to 140 keV), and the VMI at 70-79 keV
can be considered as the equivalent effective energy of 120
kVp polychromatic X-ray imaging (16, 17). In our study,
VMI77keV provided almost the same HU values from SECT
images for various reference materials, and VMI140keV
showed a linear relation between the HU values and
theoretical SPRs (Figure 2). As the Compton effect is
dominant at high energy levels, VMI140keV is less affected
by beam hardening and provides reliable HU values. In this
study, we first reported the linear relation between SPRWD,
which is generated from WDI and Zeff, and the theoretical
SPR, obtaining an overall mean difference of −0.3%. A
similar accuracy has been reported using dual-layer CT
(overall mean difference of 0.3%) (6) and dual-source CT
(0.6%) (12). Such accuracy in SPR measurements can in turn
improve the accuracy of dose calculation for particle therapy.

Taasti et al. reported that 7 out of 12 particle therapy
institutions use from 2 to 12 LUTs (e.g., for head, body, and
children) for dose calculation to minimize the effect of
inaccurate conversion from HU values to SPRs, while 5
institutions use a single LUT for all treatment sites (15). As
complicated treatment planning workflow involving multiple
LUTs can induce errors, a simple workflow with a single
conversion method would be ideal in clinical practice. In this
study, we evaluated the accuracy of SPR calculation for
small and large phantoms, obtaining inaccurate results in the
large phantom when using SECT and VMI77keV to generate
the LUT (Figure 4). For patients with prostate cancer, heavy
particle therapy may be ideal given its shape dosimetric
features and biological effect with linear energy transfer (1).
Okada et al. reported that the hypofractionated heavy particle
therapy regimen provides a lower incidence of genitourinary
toxicity and similar biochemical relapse-free survival
compared with conventional fractionation (18). For such
sophisticated treatment, an unexpected radiation side effect
may occur under inaccurate dose calculation, while obesity
has been linked to an increased risk of prostate cancer

progression (19). The conversion from HU values to SPRs
using conventional SECT may not be suitable for large
patients, while VMI140keV and WDI may improve the
accuracy of dose calculation. For the small phantom in this
study, VMI77keV and VMI140keV provided significantly
smaller differences in SPR calculation than SECT (Figure 4).
Therefore, VMI140keV seems to be the most robust method
for conversion from HU values to SPRs when using FKSCT
for treatment planning of particle therapy.

Various limitations of this study should be noted. First,
only one acquisition setting was used for phantom scanning,
but measurements vary depending on scanning parameters
such as radiation dose, reconstruction kernels, and the use of
iterative reconstruction (5). Second, we used a tissue-
mimicking phantom, and human anatomical features could
not be considered. Third, the accuracy of SPR calculation
using FKSCT was evaluated, and direct comparisons with
those obtained using dual-source CT and dual-layer CT were
not performed. Finally, the effect of the improved SPR
calculation using FKSCT on the dose calculation accuracy
for particle therapy remains to be investigated. Despite these
limitations, we believe that our quantitative analyses can
provide useful information for treatment planning of particle
therapy to reduce the uncertainty in the conversion from HU
values to SPRs.

In conclusion, VMI140keV and WDI generated using
FKSCT provide a more linear relation between the measured
values and theoretical SPR than those generated using SECT.
For large and small phantoms, VMI140keV significantly
improves the SPR calculation compared with SECT-based
calculation. The robust SPR calculation using FKSCT has
the potential to improve the dose calculation accuracy in
treatment planning of particle therapy.
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